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Publicity:
1/24/03 Park City School District Adult Education Advisory Board notified of scope of grant and all board members from community agencies requested brochures when they are available. Among the organizations represented at the meeting were: Head Start, Big Brothers and Sisters, Charter School, Chamber of Commerce, Family Reading Program, FACT, Adult High School and Adult ESL. There was great interest in the Spanish language medical materials purchased through this grant along with the outreach efforts to local agencies and health care providers.

Outreach Sessions: None

Other accomplishments: None

Target audience:
In researching the needs of my target audience, I found that Spanish language health materials should cover a range from low reading level to adult/professional reading levels. The consumer health materials I have purchased to date span this range; i.e., from "what to do when my child has a fever," to professional level medical dictionaries. I also found a cultural interest in alternative/native medicines which I have covered with several print titles. I have also covered adolescent/young adult concerns along with those of the elderly.

Goals, Outcomes, Objectives:
The outcomes I anticipated are still quite feasible. I am ordering my display table and look forward to attending upcoming health fairs.

Evaluation: None

Impacts and Observations:
So far I am encouraged by the check-out rate of the materials I have purchased for the library. There is definitely a need for this type of literature.

**Planned Activities:** None for this period.